INTRODUCTION
The atmospheric detonation of a nuclear weapon produces a high temperature air plasma which is commonly referred to as a "fireball". This fireball begins to emit thermal radiation, mostly in the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum, into the surrounding atmosphere immcdiately after it is formed. Although the fireball has a finite diameter, it is considered to be a point source for calculational purposes, and the thermal radiation environment produced is expressed in terms of a time dependent thermal irradiance. The general characteristics of this irradiance at any point outside the fireball are shown by the curve in Figure 1 . this curve *s generally approximated by 2 2(tj -3.6(10 1.8) In theory the thermal environment is of infinite duration. for t >10to.
The effects of the thermal environment on exposed materials are due to the absorption of all or part of the radiant energy incident on the exposed surfaces of the materials. The absorption of this radiant energy by the lateral surface of a cylinder will result in a transient temperature rise, a knowledge of which is essential for predicting the response of the cylinder for those effects which are a function of temperature or temperature change.
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calculation of the temperature using finite difference or finite element methods is generally employed. Although these methods are of great value for solving a specific problem, they are not convenient as analytical methods for nondimensional representation or parametric analysis of the temperature field in the cylinder.
This report describes a deviation of the transient temperature field in an isotropic, homogeneous, finite length, solid cylinder of radius r whose lateral surface is subjected to heating by a nuclear thermal o radiation environment. Ojalvo's modified separation-of-variables method 1 is used to solve the transient heat conduction equation under the following assumptions:
1. the thermal properties of the cylinder are independent of temperature, 2. the thermal radiation is absorbed at the surface, 3. convection and radiation heat losses by the cylinder can be neglected, 4. the transient temperature field in the cylinder is independent 4 of the axial coordinate, and 5. the initial temperature field in the cylinder is uniform.
II. TEMPI.RATURE EQUATIONS
The thermal irradiance at the lateral surface of the cylinder is expressed by II 
The modified separation-of-variables method assumes that the solution of (3) can be expressed as •"MW ..
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The solution of (14) and ( In order for these solutions to be well behaved at r 0, theB 's rust M•nB be equal to zero. Also from (20) it is readily seen that the 8,,'s and the DinS must also equal tero and that m 0., 1, 2, 3, .. , .
•quation (24) c4n now be rewritten as
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The substitution of (25) into (19) gives
From (26a) one sees that the X) r 's are the n-th positive roots of (26a). n o Equation (11) cannot be used in determining T 0 . The solution of this two dimensional Laplace's differential equation which is well behaved at r = 0 and satisfies (22) 
The integration of (38) yields 0a 4H. The integration of (44) 
One also sees from (23) that the B. 's must equal zero. The integration of the right hand side of (48) 2=2 n-1
where f(t) is the tima depondort portion of (1).
11I. NW RICAL RE'SULTS
For simplicity and generality, the derived temperaturo field equstion will be numerically evaluated in terva of the followintg dimnsionless quantities 
T~j~0
-k7 (,,5 In addition, (1) is approximated by the following Fourier series:
If (1) were used in evaluating (S0), the integrals would have to be computed numerically. Since the use of (52) allowed for the direct integration of these integrals, such a representation is both logical and convenient, regardless of the number of terms required for accuracy. All of the calculations were carried out by using a UINIVAC 1108 digital computer and the number of terms used in evaluating the double series solu*ion were such as to insure at least three digit convergence.
Figures 2, 5, and 4 are plots of the radial temperature distribution for variol-3 values of 0 , t and 0. A comparison of the temneratures calculated usinc, (50) and those calculated using CINDA-3G 2 , a finite differencing he t transfer computer program, shows a five percent or less differenc-in the calcuiated temperatures. Approximately ninety seconds of machine time 4s requiredtto calulate the radial tempexatures using (50) for psiied values of 0 and t and two values of 0.
IV. CONCLUSION
The analtical expression "-f the transient temperature fie)d in an isotropic, homogeneous, fin 2 -e length, solid cylinder whose laeeral surface is subjected to the heating by a nuclear thermal radiation en,,,ironment has 'een derived. This expression provides a convenient means for Lhe nondimealsiona. representation end parametriL analysis of the temperature field in the, cylinder, In addition, this temperature equation can bu used ýn tue analysis of thos-effects dependent on temperature or temperaturm.
.hange, e.g.. thermal stress in a cylinder. 
